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1. STATE OF RESEARCH ON INCLUSIVE EDUCATION FOR THE GIFTED AND TALENTED IN THE SUBJECT OF GERMAN

LemaS-GRiP is part of the national research network *Leistung macht Schule*. The focus lies on literary conversations in inclusive literature lessons in primary schools. The aim of the network is to identify and support particularly and potentially high-performing children and adolescents in regular classes. While various separate concepts and strategies as well as empirical findings on the promotion of high achievers are available, the initiative breaks new ground in many respects. This includes a constructive approach to diversity in mainstream education. This is a prerequisite for participation-oriented support for as many students as possible. In this way, a school that promotes giftedness creates individualised and personalised learning situations and offers scope for the development of potential and individual strengths.

With regard to German lessons, the debate on giftedness and talent development raises in particular the question of how, in an inclusive setting, all learners can go through both common and individual literary learning processes. It is important to create a field of action and a resonance space in which pupils' potentials can develop. To this end, pupils need a stimulating learning environment (cf. Behrensen, 2019; Lagies & Kieso, 2019). Accordingly, German lessons must take into account the very different learning needs of pupils with their respective literary talents and performance potentials (cf. Farkas, 2017). One of the aims of LemaS is to create enabling spaces for the development of potential and for performance. In order to achieve this, Schrittesser (2019) recommends that learners be given the opportunity to experiment with (resistant) learning experiences, to be given scope for pausing, deepening and questioning. On the other hand, they should be taken seriously in their dealings with a concrete learning object, be accompanied and yet be able to go their own way increasingly independently (cf. Schrittesser, 2019, p. 65). Recognising and adaptively taking up these learning opportunities means understanding giftedness promotion as the promotion of learning experiences (ibid., p. 65).

In the context of teaching literature and literary learning, which is the focus of this article, this requires forms of encounter with literature that are directed at everyone. Literary conversations in class open up a trial-like practice of action in which learners are given the opportunity to experiment with resistance and to enter into an open-ended process of understanding (cf. Applebee et al., 2003). What is "individually perceived, recognised and grasped in the literary object during the text encounter becomes the object of sharing and sharing with one another" (Bräuer & Wiprächtiger-Geppert, 2019, p. 217). In the shared exchange, one's own literary experiences can be put into use, i.e., analysed, differentiated, modified, corrected (cf. ibid.). The confrontation with a polysemous literary text can bring the individual dispositions and potentials of the learners to light and if teachers recognise and acknowledge them, this can help them to support them. On the part of the teacher,
this requires a focused attention on the activities of the learners, on their questions, comments and contributions, without losing sight of the object of literature at the same time.

This led to the following research question, which will be addressed in this paper: How can learning opportunities in the individual and collective learning and appropriation process be seized through prudent, flexible, supportive teacher action within the framework of literary classroom conversations? And how can the literary potential of pupils be promoted in this way?

2. LemaS-GRiP—A PROJECT FOR COOPERATIVE CLASSROOM DEVELOPMENT

The guiding assumption in the LemaS-GRiP project (2018–2023) was that literary conversations are particularly effective and sustainable learning formats for the promotion of pupils’ literary potentials in inclusive classrooms. We investigated how the literary learning of all pupils in a class can be promoted within the framework of the two conversation formats of Read-Aloud (cf. Spinner, 2011) and Literary Classroom Conversation (cf. Härle & Steinbrenner, 2004).

To that end, Lemas-GRiP combined a participatory research style with principles of developmental research (design-based research, cf. among others Prediger et al., 2012). The research project was designed as a classroom experiment (Cobb et al., 2003, p. 9). Together with 13 teachers at four different schools organized in Professional Learning Communities (PLC cf. among others Bonsen & Rolff, 2006; for implementation in the research project LemaS-GRiP cf. Mayer & Mempel, 2021a, b), the two formats of conversation were implemented, optimised for the inclusive setting of primary schools, and evaluated. The cyclical process of implementation and further development was understood as a dialogical process between the activities of the PLCs and the teaching action in the classroom. Teachers and researchers also participated equally in the practice- and theory-related reflective inquiry (Professional Community of Inquiry, PCI, cf. Bikner-Ahsbahs & Peters, 2019, p. 325).
The qualitative research design builds on a data and researcher triangulation. The findings were obtained iteratively from a combination of theory based (deductive) and data based (inductive) approaches and tested for generalizability. Central instrument was a multimodal interaction analysis of videotaped lessons following the principles of sequential analysis in accordance with the documentary method (cf. Asbrand & Martens, 2018). Interviews with the participants (13 audiotaped interviews and 11 videotaped interviews with teachers, 60 audiotaped interviews with pupils and one group discussion with teachers) and protocols were included in a triangulated manner. A comparative analysis of findings allowed a comparison of the orientations and perceptions of the participants and a reconstruction of learning opportunities within a literary conversation.

3. DOCUMENTARY ANALYSES OF CLASSROOM VIDEOTAPED DATA MATERIAL

The documentary method was used to reconstruct 20 of the 99 recorded lessons. Following Asbrand & Martens (2018), the verbal and non-verbal or visual levels of the videotaped data material were considered in all interpretation steps. As both a methodology and a method, the Documentary Method represents one way of scientifically analysing various phenomena in schools. The method offers the possibility to reconstruct not only the theoretical and explicable subject knowledge of pupils. Their evaluations, attitudes, convictions (communicative knowledge) as well as their routines in dealing with subject-specific requirements and their internalised school, subject, and peer cultural experiences (implicit, conjunctive knowledge) can also be worked out (cf. Martens et al., 2015, p. 180). The reconstructions underline that learning is an event. Students draw on implicit experiential knowledge incorporated in the course of their socialisation and, "at the same time—developmentally—continually form new, expanded, increasingly
differentiated patterns of thought and action.” (Nentwig-Gesemann & Nicolai, 2014, p. 51).

The potential of the documentary method lies in its ability to analyse the complex multidimensionality of learning processes (cf. Heizmann, 2018, pp. 83 ff.) In doing so, not only the locally produced content-related meaning actualisations of the students are captured. Rather, the practices of action used and the students’ orientations—including the ways of speaking—are reconstructed inductively and typified. It is precisely this double focus on the content (formulating interpretation) and the structure of interactions (reflective interpretation) that makes the documentary method interesting for the research project (cf. Bonnet, 2009).

4. BRINGING IN INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES INTO THE SOCIAL LEARNING SPACE: INDEPENDENT AND ACCOMPANIED APPROACH TO THE AMBIGUITY OF THE TEXT

Based on a Literary Classroom Conversation on Else Lasker-Schüler's poem Mein blaues Klavier ([1943] 1997, p. 328) in a fourth-grade class, we present initial findings and show how learning opportunities can be used in current Literary Classroom Conversation to support and enhance individual and collective learning processes. One teacher and eighteen children aged ten and eleven took part in the conversation. The sequence analysed here takes place at the beginning of the lesson (total length 47 min.) from minute 07:22 to minute 12:34. The selection criteria for this sequence were the interactive verbal and non-verbal density as well as the thematic relevance of the interaction for the research interest. We can show in a preliminary analysis how learners independently enter into the open-ended process of understanding and approach the ambiguity of the text (cf. chapter 5). At the same time, all participants have a growing responsibility towards the text and for each other. In doing so, they are partly dependent on a competent other, who supports them in approaching the ambiguity of the text in the sense of scaffolding (cf. chapter 6).

In Literary Classroom Conversations, the focus is on the conversation about a poem or short prose text itself. An important guiding function is to keep the conversation in an appropriate and dynamic balance, to stimulate topics and set impulses that give all students the opportunity to participate in the conversation and to have their own aesthetic experiences.

Together with the teachers we have chosen the poem because it is a text that we think is worth engaging with. Also, other empirical work in primary school has shown

---

1 In the Literary Classroom Conversation, the focus is primarily on the understanding of a poem or short prose text itself. An important management function is to keep the conversation in an appropriate and dynamic balance, to stimulate topics and to provide impulses that give all students the opportunity to participate in the conversation and have their own aesthetic experiences.

Table 1. Else Lasker-Schüler: My Blue Piano

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mein blaues Klavier</th>
<th>My Blue Piano</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Ich habe zu Hause ein blaues Klavier</td>
<td>At home I have a blue piano,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Und kenne doch keine Note.</td>
<td>I, who cannot play a note.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Es steht im Dunkel der Kellertür,</td>
<td>It stands in the gloom of the cellar door,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Seitdem die Welt verrohte.</td>
<td>Now that the whole world has grown coarse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Es spielten Sternenhände vier</td>
<td>The four hands of the stars play there</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 – Die Mondfrau sang im Boote –</td>
<td>— the moonwife sang in her boat —</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Nun tanzen die Ratten im Geklirr.</td>
<td>and the rats come out to dance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Zerbrochen ist die Klaviatur .......</td>
<td>The keyboard and the works all busted ......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Ich beweine die blauwe Tote.</td>
<td>My blubering enters the blue of death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Ach liebe Engel öffnet mir</td>
<td>O angels, open me your way,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 – Ich aß vom bitteren Brote –</td>
<td>forbidden though it be the living.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Mir lebend schon die Himmelstür –</td>
<td>I who ate the bitter bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Auch wider dem Verbote.</td>
<td>now call you at the door to heaven.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Else Lasker-Schüler (1943) (Translated from the German by Brooks Haxton)
Q: https://muse.jhu.edu/book/43011

The poem is rich in metaphors and motifs. It does not convey a clear message and remains ambiguous and enigmatic even when studied intensively (cf. on the text interpretation framework Heizmann, 2018, pp. 176-184). As an object for a Literary Classroom Conversation, it opens up individual resonance spaces and invites us to embark on a joint search for different interpretations (cf. Mempel & Mayer, 2021). The encounter with the alterity of the text and with different ways of seeing, thinking, speaking, and presenting stimulates the expansion of the learners' previous horizons of experience and understanding (cf. Heizmann, 2017).

In the reconstruction of the data collected, it becomes clear how learners enter the open-ended process of understanding, experiment with resistance and make an approach to the ambiguity of the text. We chose two approaches for the data reconstruction: One on the student side based on a lesson transcript (cf. chapter 5) and one on the teacher side based on lesson transcripts and interview excerpts (cf. chapter 6).
5. PUPIL ACCESS

5.1 Initiation of a literary conversation

With a stimulating impulse, the teacher tries to enable all participants—including themselves—to make short statements about the text in the first round. In this lesson the teacher’s initial impulse for a first engagement in the individual space of experience was: *to mark a word or a passage that we might find irritating or that particularly appeals to us or that might make us think.* The impulse creates a connection between the text and the individual participants in the conversation. It is open to different directions and appeals to the aesthetic sensibilities of the students. A dialectical structure expressed in it allows for opposing possibilities of experience and action. Through the *we* and *us*, it signals that the teacher is part of the group and that it is a common concern in which everyone—including the teacher—can authentically participate (cf. Härle, 2004).

After the text encounter, all participants have the opportunity in a first round to read aloud or recite from memory a passage in the poem that they have marked in advance. What is individually perceived, recognized and conceptualized in the literary object when encountering the text becomes the object of sharing and sharing with (each other). Social integration reveals the similarities as well as the differences in individual approaches to the literary subject. Many of the students choose the fourth verse *Seitdem die Welt verrohte.* / *Now that the whole world has grown coarse.* as a passage in need of interpretation. In the further course of the conversation, the participants continue with this line of verse most frequently mentioned by the students in the first round. This documents a serious interest on the part of the teacher to enter into a conversation with the pupils about the puzzling passage that is important to them. It also shows that the teacher is interested in the students’ impressions and readings.

The lively exchange quickly gets going and the children express their interpretation of the verse. In this approximately five-minute sequence, a total of eight of the students embark on a tentative search with the question of what they understand by a brutalized world, and at the same time show an acceptance of the ambiguous lyrical text, which they now deal with more intensively.

In the following, we present excerpts from practices of approaching this verse line, which are followed by an open discussion phase. The open discussion phase of the following student contributions basically aims to ensure that the participants articulate their associations, hypotheses or inner images of the text at hand and at the same time are open to the contributions of others. This can reveal the diverse facets of the text, including the effects it triggers, including irritation, rejection or incomprehension. After the propositional content has been established, there is initially a dialectical oscillation between different patterns of meaning that really drives the conversations forward. In conversation, it becomes apparent that the passage contradicts one’s own knowledge of the world and cannot be explained so
easily on the surface of the text. The development of a mental model probably comes to a standstill at this point and the process of assigning meaning thus becomes noticeable to the students themselves. This irritation forms the starting point for attempts at interpretation in conversation and thus becomes a learning opportunity. The pupils try to establish coherence in the text or between the text and their own knowledge of the world. The readings they bring into the conversation are an expression of this effort.

5.2 Independent approach to the ambiguity of the poem

The ambiguity of the verse line not only offers the possibility of interpretation, but also demands it. It is not a matter of assigning meaning as unambiguously as possible, but of approaching it through the process of interpreting, through which meaning emerges in the first place. Zabka (2003) outlines four functions that interpretation can have in a social context. They are also found deductively in the following examples:
- expressive interpretation,
- assertive interpretation,
- explanatory interpretation and
- discursive interpretation.

5.2.1 Orientation towards tracing the sound and the sensual effect

In the following three student statements, one can see well how the students strive on the level of literal understanding to find a reading that is consistent with their knowledge of the world.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{017b}^2 & \quad \text{SU01} \quad \text{ähm (.)} \\
& \quad \text{u:m (.)} \\
\text{017c} & \quad \text{für mich: klingt das so als-{-}} \\
& \quad \text{to me: it sounds like-{-}} \\
\text{018} & \quad \text{h° ä:hm seit dem die welt verROTtet;} \\
& \quad \text{h° u:m since the world is ROTting;} \\
\end{align*}
\]

2 The conversations were videotaped and transcribed according to the GAT2 convention. The Conversation Analytic Transcription (GAT) system has become widely accepted as the standard in almost all areas of empirical research on communication in the German-speaking world. The aim of GAT2 is to eliminate misunderstandings with regard to the semantic structure of the texts through transcription. This system does justice to the more tentative, trying character of literary conversations in the form of questions and hypotheses. An overview of the transcription conventions used here can be found at the end of the article.
The three students in the first example trace the sound and sensual impact of the verse line (017c, 027), paraphrase (018-019, 027), interpret it (023c, 028) in expressing their own understanding. They associate verrottete / Now that the whole world has grown coarse. with verbs like rotting/rotten and die out. Expressive interpretation, as seen in the students’ contributions, expresses the ideas triggered in the reading (cf. Zabka, 2003). By activating their everyday knowledge and projecting it onto the text, taking up interpretations of others, differentiating they provide explanations for the word they do not know. The activated linking with similar-sounding verbs gives rise to an idea in the pupils’ minds that certainly includes aspects that apply to a brutalised world.

The following two student contributions show how they find explanations for the text line with their explanatory interpretations (cf. Zabka, 2003). They show their competences in the learning area of symbolic understanding. Their approach to the verse line is characterised by an interplay of subjective involvement and accurate textual perception (cf. Spinner, 2006)—Zabka (2015) speaks of immersion and reflection. The literary learning processes revealed here essentially arise from children’s experiences of difference, i.e., from the tension between the “foreign, unfamiliar and new of literature on the one hand” and the “own, familiar and known on the other” (Heizmann, 2018, p. 252).

5.2.2 Orientation towards a metaphorical interpretation of the poem

In addition to many readings on a literal level, there are students who attempt a figurative interpretation of the passages. The interpretation shows that the poem could possibly be symbolically, metaphorically or allegorically loaded. He seeks an everyday explanation and contextualises the line on a temporal/historical level:

[...]

27 SU03 für mich klingt das irgendwie: auch so: (.) wie verRotten::;

to me it sounds somehow: also like this: (.) likeRotten:;

28 und die welt alles ist (-) h° dea:d somehow::;

and the world is (-) h° dea:d somehow::;

[...]
The pupil associates the time described in the poem as *something that was not good*. He cites *war* and *faMi:NE* as possible causes. He lets the verse line flow into his own speaking (060). His reading is also very close to the meaning of *verrohte / Now that the whole world has grown coarse*, as well as to the period in which the poem was written, which is not known to the students. In this example, the pupil succeeds in making complex connections coherently understandable by linking details from the text with a possible history of origins in an argumentative way.

5.2.3 Orientation towards the establishment of coherence

Unlike in the first example, this pupil contribution does not only focus on one line of verse but tries to interpret it by relating her reading to the whole text. By integrating
different parts of the text, she tries to develop a consistent reading that explains the whole poem. This documents an effort to achieve coherence in the attempts at interpretation.

[...]  

063  SU06  <clen> ich denke: dass > (-)  
<clen> I think: that > (-)  
064  <call> also (.) für mich klingt das so dass > (-)  
<call> so (.) it sounds to me that > (-)  
065  weil das klavier ist ja BLAU; (-)  
because the piano is BLUE; (-)  
066  und (.) dass die welt dann halt; (-)  
and (.) that the world then just; (-)  
067  <clen> das blau> dann sozusagen: (.) AUSgestoßen;  
<clen> the blue> then so to speak: (.) Ejected;  
067a  <dim> sag ich jetzt mal-  
<dim> I say now-  
067b  wird. > (-)  
is. > (-)  
068  ähm (-)  
um (-)  
068a  weil da steht ja auch- (-)  
because it also says- (-)  
069  h° ähm es steht im dunklen der kellertür.  
h° um it stands in the gloom of the cellar door.  

[...]  

The pupil implicitly links the blue colour of the piano (065) with the focused line of verse (066-067b). In the mode of an argumentation, she tries to appropriately verbalise her own approach to understanding. In doing so, she creates new linguistic images. Thus, the colour blue is contrasted with the brutalising world. She experiments with poetic language and divines the meaning of the verse line by tracing its subjective effect on her and grasping for a coherent inclusion in her situation model of the text.
5.2.4 Summary

In the examples above, the pupils were able to explore word meanings associatively, to guess and experiment with language. As has been shown, the children can arrive at hypotheses—even in a roundabout way—that are quite consistent with the (deeper) layers of meaning in the poem. The transcript excerpts show how students approach the literary subject with their individual interests, abilities, and potentials. By talking together about a passage, it is possible to reflect on different ways of understanding it. In the conversation, each participant can "reflect on different possibilities of understanding that seem equally plausible" (cf. Zabka 2003, p. 25), reflect on and weigh up others and his/her interpretation. It is not so much the result as the process that is important. It is precisely the creative ambiguity that provokes the desire for explanatory interpretation. At the same time, the exchange in the group makes it clear that this is not entirely possible. And thus, also enables the experience "that a uniform explanation of meaning is in contradiction to the very ambiguity of the object that provokes such explanations" (ibid., p. 30).

The students repeatedly revisit the tensions evoked by the text. It is the interplay of horizon and counter-horizon that decisively structures their actualisations of meaning. While the piano and the colour blue stand in the positive horizon, representing music as something good, the brutalised world appears in the negative horizon of evil, because they are to blame for the destruction of the instrument. The students’ contributions are valuable and versatile in their own way and should not be read as individual statements. The conversation is much more about

- the dialogue with the literary text, into which one’s own knowledge of the world and literature flows, as well as
- ‘talking about literature’, in which one’s own experiences and judgements are discursively negotiated in dialogue with the other participants.

The pupils approach the literary object tentatively and meanderingly in cooperative activity and togetherness. They use language forms of uncertainty such as: I believe, it sounds like, somehow. The statements suggest that the students do not claim exclusive interpretation for their individual readings. It seems clear to them that their reading is only one among many, which has no claim to sole correctness. In doing so, they refer to each other and to the text in a sometimes argumentative way. The tracing of sound and sensual effect, the multiple reading, quoting, and paraphrasing of individual passages of the text and the consideration of the context in the poem enable an intensive form of approach to the polyphonic text. They also show a willingness to let themselves be triggered in conversation by the text as well as by the ideas of the others.

The identified groping search movements are particularly appropriate to the subject of literature in its ambiguity as well as to the principal incompleteness of understanding. They can be qualified as both language-forming and literary learning processes. From the data we can show how learners enter the open-ended process of understanding, experiment with resistance and approach the ambiguity of the
text. The learning experience also includes making experiences with the alterity of literary texts. It includes learning to endure moments of ambivalence and to use them as a starting point for a renewed search for interpretation. The aesthetic experiences with the poem are taken from the individual space of experience and brought into a social learning space, from which literary learning processes can unfold.

6. TEACHER-ASSISTED ACCESS

6.1 Evaluate vs. process-oriented/supportive teaching actions

The students in the examples above approach the verse line relatively independently. Teacher action tends to be evaluative (cf. example 6.1.1). The interpretative openness of the discussion format enables the pupils to make their own approaches and constructions of meaning, with the teacher holding back. The teacher adaptively supports the learners' independent thinking processes as much as possible through her restraint. In accordance with the principle of minimal help, the teacher allows the students' independent thinking to take its course as long as they continue to approach the verse line. This attitude can lead to many readings being found, but these remain unconnected and are neither considered nor dealt with.

Our data also show lesson sequences in which a similar amount of space is given to the students' readings, and these are valued. But at the same time the teacher offers support measures on the interactional and comprehension-oriented level in the sense of micro-scaffolding (cf. example 6.1.2). Micro-scaffolding refers to the ad hoc interaction between teacher and learner. Literary Classroom Conversations are not a one-to-one situation in which the teacher can carefully observe the learning process of individual students and offer appropriate support if necessary. It is more about sensitively perceiving whether the learners are affectively and cognitively activated and are making independent progress in their learning process. On this basis, the teacher opens a conversation in which everyone can participate, and which leaves room for interpretations, ideas and questions. When it comes to didactic modeling of the conversation and understanding processes, teachers face the challenge of giving as many students as possible their own access to the literary text and triggering individual interpretations while at the same time involving them in a participatory manner.

In the following, we will therefore use examples from the data to show different forms of scaffolding in the conversations and then reflect on possible verbal actions and differentiating methods.
6.1.1 Evaluate teaching action

The teacher validates the group’s development of understanding by ending the interaction phase with a conclusion:

[...]

104 LP01 =ich hab mal ein bisschen mitgeschrieben. (--) ähm (--) worüber
ihr euch gedanken gemacht habt.
=I wrote down a little bit. (--) um (--) what you have thought
about.

105 <<all> oder (.) was ihr darunter verstehst. (.)
<<all> or (.) what you understand by it. (.)

106 ich hab->
I have->

107 VERrottet.
ROTten.

107a VERgessen. (.)
FORgotten. (.)

107b nicht gut. (.)
not good. (.)

107c ausgestoßen
ejected.

107d rot verdenkt (-) verDRÄNGT blau. (.)
red denies (-) disPLaces blue. (.)

107e nicht SCHÖ:N. (--) 
not BEAUTIful. (--) 

108 so.
so.

108a das war_n so (--) unsere bedeutung im kopf für verrohte(.)
those were so (--) our meaning in the head for brutalised(.)

She summarises the students’ contributions, which she has noted down during the conversation, in key words (107-107e) and paraphrases them as our meaning in the head for brutalised. The pronoun our reveals the group’s common frame of orientation. This documents a teaching stance, which is characterised by trust in the students’ ability to approach the literary text independently. The teacher succeeds in respecting and recognising the students as equal partners in interaction and
cooperation and in dealing sensitively with their own power of interpretation and action and refraining from abusing power. This is based on an understanding of literature as ambiguous, multi-voiced and in need of interpretation. This fits in with the "hermeneutics of the penultimate word" described by Ivo (1994), "which thus renounces ultimate certainty as well as the desire to be absolutely right" (ibid., p. 268). The teacher succeeds in showing the diversity of literary experiences while at the same time emphasising their equal value (cf. Bräuer & Wiprächtiger-Geppert, 2019, p. 219). She credits the students with the ability "to (in principle) participate in the conversation and understand the text" (Steinbrenner & Wiprächtiger-Geppert, 2010, p. 7). She is interested in the impressions they gathered upon hearing and reading the poem (she even takes notes). The teacher embodies her role as participatory leader (cf. Mayer, 2020), as envisaged by *Literary Classroom Conversations*, especially regarding the initiation and accompaniment of interactional processes (through non-verbal attention in the direction of the speakers). She largely refrains from steering the conversation.

6.1.2 Approaching the ambiguity of the text through supportive teaching

In the following examples we show how the teacher offers support measures on the interactional and comprehension-oriented level in the sense of scaffolding. Thus, in a parallel class, several students name the verse line *Seitdem die Welt verrohte. / Now that the whole world has grown coarse* in the first round and dedicate themselves to it afterwards. The teacher, however, controls the group's process of understanding and seizes constitutive learning opportunities in the collective learning and appropriation process and uses them for the promotion of all. On the understanding-oriented level, she takes up the individual topics of a pupil and opens them up for the group. To support individual and shared understanding, she asks questions, encourages students to elaborate their thoughts. She also contrasts interpretations to help learners correct or question their readings/ideas (modifying activity). It establishes balance between textual details and subjective ideas and requests textual evidence.

**Addressing individual issues and opening them up to the group.** On the understanding-oriented level, the teacher takes up the individual topics of a pupil and opens them up for the group. She addresses the class directly (066, 073).

[...]

066 lasst uns das mal bisschen aufbröseln
*let's break it down a bit*

066a um das zu verstehn was SU09 alles gesagt hat.
*to understand all that SU09 has said*

[...]

073 jetzt müssen wir mal sehen dass wir genau auf SU09 bezug
Demanding justifications/elaborations. To support individual and shared understanding, she asks questions and encourages students to elaborate their thoughts. By asking for elaborations, students are invited to add further information for clarification, to show relationships or connections to prior knowledge.

Confronting interpretations. The teacher also contrasts interpretations to help learners correct or question their readings/ideas (modifying activity).

Require alignment with the text/evidence of the text. Finally, the teacher balances textual details with subjective ideas and asks for textual evidence.
By looking closely at the text, the teacher tries to mediate between the children’s ideas and the clues in the text and to let the text come to the fore. The teacher’s impulse encourages the pupil to go back to the poem, to read it and to check her subjective interpretation, to differentiate it and, if necessary, to revoke it. This provides the pupil with a model for dealing with literature in an appropriate way. Through the supportive teacher action described here, the pupils are given room to pause, to deepen their understanding, and to question. They are accompanied and supported in their successive reading and orientation to the linguistic world of the text. In dealing with the subject matter, the teacher takes them seriously and accompanies them “so that they do not get lost in the unfamiliar terrain and can nevertheless go their way increasingly independently” (Schrittesser, 2019, p. 65).

6.2 Methodological interventions

Co-researching in the sense of the Design-Based-Research approach, we have further developed the literary conversation formats together with the teachers through methodological interventions. In addition to aids for reflection and going into depth ("stop" and "magnifying glass"), aids for training social and communicative competences ("murmur conversation" and "5-minute clock"), aids for multimodal acquisition of learning content ("multi-sense and play") have proven to be productive in practice. The methods are intended as an offer and need to be selected and used adaptively.

As an example, this chapter shows how the methods of stop, magnifying glass and murmur conversation can be used to methodically support the pupils in their development of potential.

6.2.1 Stop

[---]

044 manche sachen muss dann noch überlegen, 
*um some things still need to be thought about*

045 mach ich das jetzt? 
*I do that now?*

046 hat das n sinn 
*does this make sense?*

047 oder ist das einfach totaler quatsch? 
*or is that just complete nonsense?*

048 also da hab ich immer so die angst sag ich jetzt totalen quatsch. 
*so i’m always so afraid i’ll say total nonsense now.*
In the context of the project, it has been shown that a conversation can also have pauses and stops for reflection (cf. interview excerpt of a pupil involved in the project). This means taking time for a text and for talking about it. Even if it is not always easy to endure the resulting silence, learners benefit from such pauses. They have the opportunity to think more carefully about individual statements or to pursue a thought of their own. The pause can help to collect previous ideas and different readings. At the same time, the stop offers pupils the chance to develop new ideas or formulate thoughts. But the teacher can also reflect more closely on the course of the conversation, for example.

6.2.2 Magnifying glass

One of the central tasks of the participatory leader in the context of literary conversations is to accompany the individual and joint understanding. It can help to pause at a passage in the text and take a closer look at it: because it was identified as particularly significant in the preparation or because it proves to be exciting, irritating or puzzling for many of the participants in the conversation. The magnifying glass helps especially high-achieving and potentially high-achieving learners—in relation to a particular passage or aspect—to go into depth and not just dwell on the surface. For other learners, it helps them to practice focus and reference.

6.2.3 Murmur conversation

001 und dann haben sich die kinder-
   and then the children-
002 selbst wenn sie selber in dem zwiegespräch nicht so viel
   beitragen konnten-
   even if they were not able to contribute so much in the dialogue-
003 das vom anderen gemerkt.
   remembered what the other one had said.
004 und haben dann im gespräch dann trotzdem was gesagt und
   das vom anderen aufgegriffen.
   and then said something in the conversation anyway and picked
   up on it from the other person.

[...]

006 nachahmung ist ja auch ein lerneffekt.
   imitation is also a learning effect.
007 wenn ich dann noch mal was wiederhole;
   if I repeat something again;
From time to time, it may be useful to interrupt the conversation in plenary and enter into an exchange in pairs or small groups. Depending on the didactic goal, the parallel murmur conversations can take place on the basis of a given impulse or openly. The two- to three-minute marble conversations can initiate new processes of understanding, stimulate exchange in the protected space of the small group, activate silent students, practise active listening and negotiation of meaning, and create opportunities for reflection (cf. interview excerpt of a teacher involved in the project). Similarly, individual interpretations and readings can be pre-formulated before they are taken to the plenary.

6.3 Summary

Such adaptive teacher action pursues the goal of "expanding the literature-related reception process that has taken place so far, or else to stimulate understanding of literature-related reception processes/products expressed by the pupils, which are initially to be understood as individual" (Harwart et al., 2020, p. 261). Within the framework of the project, the following leadership practices could be observed that support individual and shared understanding (cf. Mayer & Mempel, 2023, p. 36):

- Help with framing (e.g., impulses, hints, targeted questions, additions, summarising).
- Recognising ideas, interests or even misunderstandings and errors on the part of the pupils, taking them up, making them connectable and using them as learning opportunities in the sense of fruitful moments.
- Reflecting together with the pupils on the meaning of individual passages (Explicit Reflection)
- Helping students to reflect (stop)
- Helping students to go deeper (magnifying glasses)
- Opening up private spaces for rest and learning (marble conversations)
- Aids to modal acquisition of learning content (multi-sense and play)
- To express the ideas, thoughts and hypotheses of the pupils in their own words, without judging (mirroring)
- Confronting and pointing out (pointing)
- Guidance on how to approach the text (direct instructions)
- Confrontation of interpretations (reinforce/correct/question/modify readings/ideas)

For teachers, this means (1) keeping the conversation in an appropriate and dynamic balance between the text and the children’s ideas, (2) keeping the text present in the open phase of the conversation, (3) stimulating topics, (4) setting impulses and (5) giving time that allows the students to participate in the conversation and to make and contribute their own aesthetic experiences. To open up individual learning
opportunities for the students with their different prerequisites in the conversation and to support them cognitively and metacognitively in an even more targeted way, it is necessary to perceive and adaptively accompany the interaction and understanding processes, the necessity of which is clearly indicated by the empirical reconstructions. The joint work on the learning object or the dynamics of the group must not be disregarded.

7. CONCLUSION

Literary conversations have proven to be particularly suitable learning formats for inclusive teaching. They bring the ambiguity of literary texts into play and thereby address constructive conditions of reading and literary socialisation. In this way, they enable participation in a common cultural practice, no matter what prerequisites the pupils bring with them. In order to be able to recognise literary experience and learning processes as such, to assess their content and to plan appropriate subject didactic modelling, there is a lack of concrete conceptual orientation and empirical evidence. The analyses follow previous research on orientations and show the potential of ambiguous, challenging texts to create learning opportunities and develop potential. The conversation opens a space of experience and reflection for the pupils, considering their inter- and intra-individual diversity, into which they can bring their own processes of understanding. The poem encourages them to make initial assumptions and to develop these associatively and interpretatively together. In a language-sensitive handling of the language of the text, they pursue their own lines of interpretation. At the same time, experiences of alterity are fostered.

We are also focusing more strongly than before on leadership, which supports the potential of the text and the students’ efforts to understand it even more in the heterogeneous primary school setting. The conversations in primary schools tie in with individual previous experiences, needs and interests. However, they do not leave the children alone with this, but open a collective space of experience and reflection. Precisely because literary texts are open to interpretation, they motivate children to contribute their own reading and understanding processes. Based on discoveries in and experiences with the text, the teacher and the class go in search of meaning together and consider what the literary text can mean to them.

For the didactic modelling of the conversation and comprehension processes, this results in the challenge for the teacher to open up their own access to the literary text for all pupils and to initiate individual interpretations, but at the same time to involve them in a participation-oriented way in the shaping of a cultural practice and a jointly responsible development of the interpretative potential.
## TRANSCRIPT CONVENTION

| (. ) | Micro pause, estimated, up to approx. 0.2 sec. |
| (· ) | short estimated pause of approx. 0.2-0.5 sec. |
| (0.0) | Measured pause of approx. 0.4 sec. |
| : | Stretch by approx. 0.2-0.5 sec. |
| :: | Elongation by approx. 0.5-0.8 sec. |
| (anscheinend) | assumed wording |
| h° | Inhale or exhale for about 0.2-0.5 sec. |
| <<p> ...> | quiet |
| <<all> ...> | fast |
| <<len> ...> | slow |
| <<dim> ...> | fading |
| = | Fast, immediate connection of new speaker contributions or segments |
| akZENT | Focus accent |
| ? | high rising |
| , | medium increasing |
| - | constant |
| ; | medium falling |
| . | low falling |
| ' | Why is that? = Divergence |
| ” | That's strange! = complex divergence |
| ' | Maybe, but... = pre-divergence |
| ’ | On[understood]! = convergence |
| LP01 | LP = teacher |
| SU20 | SU = student, 20 = number in class group |
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